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When we remove the physical, astral and causal covers from our soul
and reach Par Brahm, only then do
we realize that all the souls are
the same. Only after reaching Par
Brahm do we realize that the soul
is made of the same essence as
God Almighty and there is no difference. A soul is neither American
nor is she Indian. The difference of
whether one is man or woman is
also below that level. But when we
reach Par Brahm, then we see that
the soul is neither male nor female.
Soul is one.
Dear Ones, this is not a matter
of talking or reading. If we think
that by reading we will be able to
see that the soul is one, or we will
realize that soul is one - it is not
the matter of talking or reading. It
is the matter of experience and practicing. Kabir Sahib says, "The place
where the Formless One lives, over
there neither is there any Veda nor
is there any Shastra. Neither the day
exists there nor the night takes place
over there. 0 man, meditate upon
Him. He is within you. You are the
crazy ones because you are looking
for Him outside."
Saints and Mahatmas do not
come into this world in Their own
will. They come into this world in
the Will of God Almighty. They
connect those souls with God Almighty for whom God Almighty
Himself has decided that they will
be taken back Home.
In this world whatever career we
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want to make, whatever skill we
want to learn, we have to take the
teacher accordingly. So when we
want to become a blacksmith, we
have to go to a blacksmith and take
him for our teacher. If we want to
become a doctor, we need to go to
doctors and be in their company.
Whatever work we want to learn
in this world, even to learn that we
have to go and spend many years,
in the company of our teachers. After going to them we have to do
what they ask us to do. We have to
work very hard in following the instructions of our teachers. It is not
like this - that we go to the teachers and don't do what they want us
to do and still we get the degrees of
B.A. or M.A. As we need to go in
their company, we also need to follow and to work hard, according to
their instructions.
In the same way, when God Almighty wants to liberate anyone, He
puts His competence, He puts His
skill within a human form. From
outside that human being looks like
the other human beings, but there is
a great difference between Him and
the other people, because within
Him, God has put His power.
After coming into this world the
Masters live a very humble life. The
[first] sign of the Master is that He
earns His own livelihood.
Even though He is living in this
world, still He is unaffected by the
dirt of the world. He has molded
Himself completely in the teachings
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which He has received from His
Master.
So a hymn of the Master is presented in front of you. It is worth
listening to with much attention.

Receiving the blessed vision
of His darshan, all sins are
erased,
And He unites me with the
Lord.
My Master is the Supreme
Lord, the Giver of peace.
He manifests the Naam within us; in the end, He is our
help and support.
This is the bani of Guru Arjan Dev
Ji Maharaj. In the morning before
you sat in meditation, I said that
when our body gets dirty we can
remove that dirt by using water. If
we have more dirt, we may apply
some soap to our body. But the dirt
which our soul has accumulated
over the ages, that dirt or that filth
cannot be removed by any amount
of japas or tapas or by going to
any places of pilgrimage. It can only
be removed by going within and
by doing the devotion of God Almighty.
Dear Ones, I myself have done
all those japas, tapas - the repetitions, performing the austerities doing all different kinds of worship
in my life, because right from the
childhood I had much yearning in
my heart and I was searching for
Him. So I have done all these rites
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and rituals which are often mentioned in the scriptures.
I was born in a Sikh family and
right in my childhood, in the very
beginning, I was made to read the
Gtirti Granth Sahib, the holy scriptures of the Sikhs. In the Guru
Granth Sahib, the teachings of Guru
Nanak Sahib, Kabir Sahib, and
many other Saints and Masters have
been included, and They all have
the same teachings, They all have
the same things to say - that we
can remove this dirt of our soul only
by going to a perfect Master and
doing the meditation of Naam.
So Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj
says that there is only one way to
remove the dirt of the sins from your
soul, and that is if you go to the
perfect Master and get the Naam
from Him, and do the meditation of
Naam. Only by doing the meditation of Naam can you remove the
dirt of your soul. In fact, if you go
to the perfect Master and have His
darshan, that also removes a lot of
dirt from your soul. So Guru Arjan
Dev Ji Maharaj says, "My Beloved
Lord is the happiness-giver and glory to the Par Brahm, because He
resides in all of us." So if we receive the holy Naam Initiation from
the perfect Master, and if we go and
have His darshan and do the meditation of Naam, then all the dirt
which has accumulated on our soul
goes away.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "0 Nanak, all those who have heard or

seen the Master don't [come back]
in the womb of the mother."
The reality is that if anyone even
hears of the Master and has faith in
Him, even he is protected. You may
have read the story of Harnan~Singh
in the magazine - how he had the
darshan of the Master only once
when Master was driving past in His
car. But even that much darshan of
the Master had its effect, and when
his end time came he said, "The
Master has come and I am going
with Him."
Dear Ones, Harnam Singh had
developed a great amount of faith
in the Master. He had the opportunity to have the darshan of the Master while Master was passing
through the city of Abohar. You can
very well imagine how much of the
Master's darshan he would have got,
because Master was in the car and
you know how fast a car goes. But
after he had the darshan of Master,
Harnam Singh gave up drinking
wine and the other intoxicants to
which he was addicted and he became a good person. One year later
he got the darshan of Master Kirpal
Singh within, and finally when he
left this world, left his body, he was
taken by Master Kirpal Singh Himself.

The source of all pain within
is destroyed;
I apply the dust of the Feet of
the Saints to my forehead.
In an instant He purifies the

sinners and dispels the
darkness of ignorance.
Ordinarily what do we do? We
search for happiness in the worldly
things. We think that by becoming
a leader and by getting power we
will become the happiest person on
earth, that we will get a lot of happiness. And then we start making
efforts to become a leader. We work
very hard and finally we become
successful in that. We are praised
all over: we are praised in the newspapers and people take us out in the
form of the procession, they glorify
us like that. But when the bad time
comes, when there is a coup or
something like that - either they
shoot us, they kill us, or they dethrone us - then the same people
who used to praise us in the newspapers start criticizing us. Then we
realize that our power or our kingdom, which we used to think of as
the happiness-giver, has now become the most painful thing, and
instead of getting the happiness, we
suffer at the end.
Experience shows that there is
no happiness in anything of this
world. If we see any happiness it is
temporary. If there is any real peace
or happiness, that is in the devotion
of the Naam. So that is why Guru
Sahib says here, "My beloved Master gave me the Naam; 1 did the devotion and that is how I got happiness and peace. And in the end also
it is the Master Who is going to
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come and take care of me. There is
no difference between my beloved
Master and God Almighty because
He has given me eternal peace and
happiness."
The Lord is ull-po~vtlr,$rl,the
C u m e of causes. Nun~rk
seeks His wfirge.
SIlutteriig the hoizds, ~tlcrsterinuilifests the Lord's lotus
,/get within, ortd lovingly
uttrlnes us to the 01te Wur-d
qf'the Shuhd.
Now He lovingly says, "What grace
has the Master showered upon me,
what blessings has the Master given to me? The Master told me the
secret of the Naarn. He has given

me the Initiation into Naam, and by
making me meditate on that Naam
He has taken me to Par Brahm. And
now in my within I have experienced the real peace and happiness."
He lzcrs lifted me up ~rrzdpulled
me out of' the deep, L~LII-k
well qf'sirz:
I air1 crttuned to the Tiwe
Sltahd.
The.fenr qf'hir-th und deut11 is
.finish ed;
I shall never- W U I I & ~ - ~iguiil.
"God Almighty is all-pervading. He
is capable of doing everything, He
is Omnipotent, and I have come to
His Feet."
What is our condition now'? If

anything goes well in our life suppose we have been successful in
something of this world - we think
that we have done it. We think that
we are clever and that this good
thing has happened only because of
our wisdom and our cleverness. But
when our Inner Eye gets opened,
then we realize that everything is
being done by God Almighty Himself. We didn't do anything; it was
all God Almighty Who was doing
everything in our life.
When we get any pains, when
we get any unhappiness, or when
any difficulties come up, then we
find hundreds of faults in God Almighty.
In the time of Guru Arjan Dev Ji
Maharaj, the ruler and the people
who were bound by religious beliefs at that time gave many tortures
to Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj, the
Mahatma whose bani we are reading. He accepted everything as corning in the Will of God, even though
one of His disciples, whose name
was Mian Mir, went to Him and
said, " 0 Master, if you allow me, I
can raze the cities of Delhi and
Lahore to the ground." So Guru Arjan Dev Ji said, "Dear One, you
know that it is possible that I can
even do that. But whatever I am receiving, whatever I am getting in
the Will of the Lord is very sweet,
and I am accepting that." Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says, "0 Lord,
Your Will is very sweet and Nanak
asks only for the Naam."
8

When Sarinad was being executed - you know that when they
take someone to be hanged, they
cover the person's head with a black
hood - so when they were going
to put that on Sarmad's head, He
said, "There is no need to do that,
because I can easily see the Lord in
you; I can see His Form within
you." Sarmad saw the form of God
even in the person who was going
to execute Him. Such Masters always see God Almighty present
within everyone, even in those who
give them a very hard time. This is
the reason why nowadays nobody
remembers Aurangzeb, the ruler
with whose order Sarmad was executed. But there is a tomb of Sarmad and people go there with much
respect and they pay their homage
to Sarmad.
This mind is absorbed with
the sublime elixir of the
Naam;
Drinking the Ambrosial Nectar, it is satisfied.
In the conzpany of the satsangis I sing the Kirtan of
the Lord's praises;
I dwell in the eternal, unchangeable place.

What does the Master do for us?
First of all, through the satsang, He
removes all the attachments and the
bonds of the societies to which we
are very badly attached. Then He
removes the binding of the body;
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He removes the binding and the attachment of our mind. He lovingly
explains to us that our mind is
the resident of Brahm, it is of the
same essence as that of Brahm.
When, by making us do the meditation, He takes our soul up, and when
we go through the Brahm, He makes
the mind stay there, and in that way
He makes us free from the attachment of the mind. We become free
from the binding and the attachment
of our body as we concentrate at
the Eye Center. When we rise above
the body consciousness and start remaining still at the Eye Center, our
attachment with the body is finished.
So in this way the Master removes
the attachment of the body and also
removes the attachment of the mind,
and He takes our soul to the Par
Brahm.
The perfect Master has given
me the perfect teachings;
There is nothing except the
Lord, 0 brothers.
I have obtained the treasure
of the Naam, by great good
fortune;
0 Nanak, I shall not fall into
hell.

We have fallen into the blind well
of the passions and the pleasures,
and Master is the One Who takes
us out. The passions do not leave
us until we go beyond Trikuti. They
chase us, they bother us in their subtle forms until we have crossed over
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and have gone beyond Trikuti. They
bother us in their physical form
when we are living in this physical
plane. When we rise above it, they
bother us, in their subtle, their astral form.
Those who cannot maintain
themselves here in this physical
plane, how will they maintain themselves when they go to the astral
planes, when they will be presented
with the radiant things? That is the
reason why in the sangat Masters
impose the law that you should not
live together without getting married, and once you are married you
should be faithful only to your partner; you should not look at anybody
else except for your partner. So this
is to maintain the discipline, and this
is why the Masters always say that
you have to maintain this, because
if you cannot maintain yourself here
in this physical plane, how will you
do so when you go within?
Devasa Rishi, who was respected even by Lord Krishna, and who
had access up to the heavens, when
he went to the heavens, he was deceived by the fairy called Urvasi and
he lost the wealth of all the japas
and tapas and all the practices which
he had done on this plane. You may
read the hymn of Kabir Sahib which
says, "With your eyes behold your
beloved One. He resides within the
palace of your heart." In that hymn
Kabir Sahib has explained, how
when a devotee does his meditation
and how when he goes in the with-
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in, as he goes on progressing, he
starts getting supernatural powers,
he starts getting so many things, and
if he is not guided by the perfect
Master, he loses them all.

I do not have any cleverness,
nor do I make any t.fforts.
It is all due to the meditation
of the perfect Master.
He Himself does the japas,
tapas, self-discipline and
pziriJication.
He Himself does (all these
acts) and makes us do
[them.]
What happened when our soul
reached Par Brahm? We got the liberation. The anxiety which was
bothering us so much - what will
happen after this life, where will we
go? - that anxiety has come to an
end. Because when our soul reached
Par Brahm, with the grace of the
Master, we have seen with our own
eyes that now we are not going to
go back into that cycle of birth and
death: we are the liberated ones. Until we get that realization, until we
take our soul to Par Brahm with the
grace of the Master, and see this
with our own eyes, we are always
worried and we always think, "What
is going to happen to us?" and
"Where are we going to go?" But
when we go there all that comes to
an end. Usually the people who believe in the religions are told that
they will go to the heavens if they
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do good things after this life. But in
Sant Mat, in the Path of the Masters, this thing does not have any
value. Because the Masters do not
give us the temptations of going to
the heavens. Religions tell us that
we will go to the heavens after
this life, but the Masters tell us that
whatever you have to do, you have
to do it here. You should not rely
on what is going to happen in the
future.
Kabir Sahib says, "Death, w h ~ c h
the people fear a lot, I am very happy when that happens to me, because after dying, I get the eternal
bliss; I get to go to God Almighty."
One very close dear one of Master Kirpal Singh requested Him at
the time of His departure, "You
should request Baba Sawan Singh
that He should make You better and
He should leave You in this world."
So Master Kirpal Singh said, "Tell
me one thing: if your dear friend
sends you a gift, will you not accept it happily?"
In the midst of children and
spouse, and utter corruption,
The True Master has carried
me across.
You Youmelf take care of
Your beings;
You Yourself attach them to
the hem of Your robe.
Now He lovingly says, "How was
my birth and death finished? My
SANT BANI

Master gave me the Nectar
of Naam to drink, drinking
which my soul has become
the liberated one. The pain
of birth and death has gone
away. Drinking that Nectar
of Naam which my Beloved
Master has given to me, my
soul has become the indestructible one."
All the Masters have

I

called it the "Bread of Life."
I n the holy Koran it is mentioned as the "Water of Life."
/ huvr hirilt the bout qf' Ttwth
utid t.rligiolrs,fi7ith,
To ct-oss o w t - the Ocetrti ofthe World
The Lord 114ustrris irrilimited
und endless;
Ntrttrrli is a strcrifice, tr stic~t-iJc'e to Hini.

"By whose grace was I able to drink
this Nectar'? It is all due to the grace
of the Master, and this is the result
of being in the company of the Masters."
Kabir Sahib says, "Never give
up the company of the Masters. Always follow the Path of the Masters. As soon a s you see the Master
you become pure and holy, and
when you are in His company you
do the meditation of Naam."

Beitig o/'it?iniot-tuItmrtii/kstutioti, Hr is twt hot.ti;
He is the
He i s srl/~e.~istetit;
Light it1 the dcrrktiess qf'
this It-oti Age.
He is the ,411-Cotisciorrs OIIL',
tht) Givet. of'soid.~;
BJ~htrvitig His Jut-shati I m i
scr tisfirtl.

Now He lovingly says that in the
writings of the Masters the true
Masters are mentioned, and in the
same way the false masters are also
mentioned. Who are the true Masters and who are the false masters?
The false masters are those who d o
not do the meditation, those who are
outside, those who have done some
reading, those who have got something from here and there, and who

are misleading the people, who are
just talking to them without going
inside.
The perfect Master does not
drink the water of the passions and
pleasures. Going within, He drinks
the Nectar of the Naam.
The perfect Master is not connected with the world outside; He
is connected within Himself with
God Almighty, with His own Master. The perfect Master is not attached to any worldly religion. In
fact, when He goes within, then He
gets to realize and He remains connected with His Master, with Almighty God inside. He knows that
all the name and fame, all the worldly riches will not go with Him.
The perfect Master has done the
meditation of Naam and He has become the Form of Naam. And He
does not want to get the name of
this world, even by paying nothing.
The perfect Master neither criticizes anyone, nor does He have
duality for anyone, because He sees
His beloved Master residing within
everyone.
If we get such a perfect Master,
He shows us the Path to Sach
Khand. He not only shows us the
Path, but He goes with us and He
helps us at every step.

He is the One Universal Cre-

ator Lord, immaculate and
fearless;
He is pervading in all the water and the land.
He blesses His devotees with
the gift of devotion.
Nanak longs for the Lord, 0
my mother.
Guru Nanak Sahib says that only
the people with very good fortune,
only the most fortunate ones, are
able to get the gift of the Naam from
such a perfect Master. And when
they get this passport of Naam from
the perfect Master, they do not have
to go to hell.
So we should also do the meditation of Naam, we should also follow the teachings of the Master, because the time is very short; life is
becoming very short; the noose of
death is being tightened. So the best
thing for us is to do the meditation
of Naam. If we can do that it would
be better for us.
Such a perfect Master is our free
servant. And even after doing so
much for us, He does not say He
has done a favor for us. And also
He does not charge any fee for all
that He does for us.
Guru Nanak Sahib said, "Rare
are such souls in this world. Such
perfect Masters are not found in
groups. They are rare in this world."
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The Master Always Tries to Keep
Us Under His Wings
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Bhajan Talks, January 1 February 1990 Group, in Rajasthan

I thank our Guru Dev, Who gave us this opportunity to sit in His
Remembrance, and an opportunity to sing His glory. When the child
is involved in his own work, at that time the mother is also fearless;
she does not worry about the child, because the child is busy in his
work, so the mother is also busy in her work. But when the child is
in trouble and when he cries out for help from the mother, she at
once leaves all the things, no matter how important a work she may
be doing, but she leaves everything and she attends to the child, and
she fulfills the needs of the child. In the same way, if we also call for
the Master's help, and if we also cry out for Him, He definitely
comes and fulfills our wishes, and He helps us, and He grants us
whatever we need from Him.
But what do we do? We people sit in His remembrance, and we
spend many nights, we stay up in the night, we work hard, also, but
what do we ask from the Master? We always ask for the worldly
things. Just like the child, if he always goes on asking for the worldly
things, or the things which are not good for him, as I said yesterday
also that, the child is the ignorant one, he does not know whether
putting his hand in the fire is good for him or bad for him. But the
parents are wise and they know, and that is why they do not allow
him to do that. In the same way, when we are asking for the worldly
things, when we are asking for the outer things which are not good
for us, Master, Who is very wise, does not give us those things,
because He knows what is good for us and what is bad for us. He is
the Merciful One, He has come into this world to shower grace upon
us and have mercy on us. But we people do not understand, and that
is why we do not take advantage of His grace. Even though we may
May 1998
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be working very hard, but still we work hard and always ask for
only the worldly things from Him.
January 29, 1990
*
*
*
Please, only those dear ones who have not yet had the opportunity to
sing, should raise their hand. We should let the other dear ones sing
the bhajans.
Dear Ones, as it is important for US to understand the Satsang, in
the same way, it is equally important for us to understand every
single line of the bhajans which you sing. Because in this precious
bhajan, it is written that "we are the feeble ones, we are the very
poor ones. You are the Emperor, You are Great, You are Gracious.
We have been in this habit of doing sins in all the past lives; please
tear up that paper of the account of our sins." What are the things
which we should ask from the Master? We should ask only for the
Naam from the Master. And we should always go on praying to the
beloved Master for His grace and for His mercy.
I used to sing the bhajans in front of Beloved Lord Kirpal, and
whenever I would sing, He would listen to the bhajans very attentively, and many times He would even have tears in His eyes, because even though He was Almighty, He had become the Form of
the Almighty One, but still He had so much love for His Master, and
He had the pain of separation in Him. Even though He was One with
His Master, He was One with the Almighty Lord, but still physically
He was separated from Him, and that is why many times, in the pain
of the separation, He would shed the tears.
A wealthy person appreciates the wealth, and does not hesitate in
working very hard to collect more wealth. Even though he is a very
wealthy, he still always goes on thinking of how to increase his
wealth, and he always appreciates it, he always protects it. But when
a poor person gets some amount of wealth, he does not appreciate it,
and he just wastes it or misuses it, saying that his condition is always
going to be like that. He is always going to be poor, so why worry
about collecting and why worry about taking good care of the wealth.
Such is the condition of the manmukhs, also. The manmukhs do not
appreciate the love of the Master. That is why they do not crave for
it, they do not yearn for it, and that is why they do not collect the
love of the Master. Whereas the gurumukhs, or the perfect ones,
14
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always yearn for the love of the Master. They always want to develop more love for their Master in their within. And just as the rainbird always yearns for the swanti drop, the [pure] raindrop, in the
same way, such gurumukhs are the perfect ones. They always yearn
for the love of their Master.
You see how much yearning and love Guru Ramdas Ji had for His
Master. In his bhajan, in His writing, He has said that if someone
would come and make me meet my beloved Lord, I am ready to
sacrifice myself, I am ready to sell myself, for that dear one. If
someone comes and makes it possible for me to have the darshan of
my Beloved, even for one moment, I am ready to sacrifice myself for
him.
Often I have said that Sant Mat is not a fairy tale; it is a reality.
And it is a very solid reality, which has been here for a very long
time, since the beginning of this creation, and in the future also, it is
going to remain.
Master Sawan Singh had the knowledge of the importance of the
inner Form of the Master. He had so much appreciation for His
Master that even though He had thousands of followers, but still
whenever He would talk about the Form of the Master in Satsang,
His voice would choke, and the tears would start rolling in His eyes.
The same was the condition of Master Kirpal Singh. Those who
have seen Him in that condition, they know that how much love,
affection, how much yearning, and how much pain of separation, He
had for His Master.
Only after going within, we come to know how great an Emperor,
how great a Donor He is. And we people are bankrupt in the Spirituality. But He is the One Who fills up the bags of the beggars.
Only after going within do we realize what we have done in our
past lifetimes and what we really are, how many sins we have done
and how dirty we are. Only after going within do we realize how our
beloved Master had so much sympathy for us, and how He had
embraced us, the dirty ones. Lovingly, He embraced us, and He
brought us in the within. And only after going in the within, do we
realize what we were, and that it was only because of the grace of
the Master that we came within, and we were brought [to His Feet]
only because of our Master. When we go within, then we come to
realize how with His every single breath, Master used to think about
May 1998
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our regimen, about cleaning us, and how we were making ourselves
dirty. And still He embraced us, the dirty ones. And then we also
come to realize that just as when a plane takes off, the pilot wants to
take everybody in the plane, in the same way, the Master always
wants that all His disciples should come in His plane, the plane of
Naam, and He should also take off with His disciples, with all His
souls, and take them to His Real Home, Sach Khand. He always
yearns for that, and He always wishes for all His disciples, that while
He is still in the physical body, all His disciples should come to Him
[within], so that He may take them to His Real Home, Sach Khand.
Our condition is like the condition of the eggs of a hen, for whom
the hen thinks so good, [that] she always tries to bring all the eggs
together so that she can hatch them. But some of the eggs, they roll
down and they go away, and again she brings them close to her, and
in that way she takes care of the eggs. Our condition is also like those
eggs. We always try to go away from the Master. Again, Master
showers grace upon us, and He brings us close to Him, and once
again we roll down in this world, and this continues. Master always
wants and always tries to keep us under His wings, but we always
tend to lose, and we always tend to go astray. Even though we know
that if we will leave our mind free and open, he will lead us astray,
he will make us the wandering ones in this world. And you know
that if we have wandered away in this world, if we have gone astray,
even for once, all our life becomes bitter and we do not enjoy it.
Our Beloved Master gave us this very beautiful form of keeping
the diary. It's only purpose was so that we may realize that how
much of a golden opportunity we have been given in this human
body, and furthermore, how God Almighty has showered so much
grace upon us. He has given us this Naam and this is an opportunity
which we can utilize in going back to our Real Home. And He has
given us this good health, this good body, and He has given us so
much time to do the Devotion. We should not wander away in this
world, we should not go astray in this world. We should take advantage of every available moment; every possible minute we should do
our Bhajan and Simran so that we may go back to our Real Home.
February 1, 1990
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Your Most Personal Work
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
The Master: . . . ready in a day or
two. Her whole attention is outside,
she wants to see outside, not inside.
Not everything is smooth. God will
help her. Yes? Any questions please?
You? Anyone'? We have got an hour
today in good company. A full hour
more. Yes, please.
I get left side sounds, and so I keep
left ear unplugged during bhajan as
instructed by You. I hear in addition
to other sounds a shrill, piercing, high
pitched sound mostlyjiom right side.
That's all right.
But when Iplzig my right ear for bhajan, some of this soundpersists in left
side. I have dficulty in listening to
Sound with left ear open due to environmental noise.

This darshan session took place on
Monday evening, July 22, 1974, approximately a month before Master's
physical departure, at Sawan Ashram.
Master is sitting on the jloor beside
an old woman who was dying. Her
family was concerned that she wasn't
seeing Light and Master helped her
to withdraw her attention and concentrate within.
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Let your left ear be opened, not
clogged. When it is not clogged he
hears the Sound from the right. What
does he say? High pitched Sound from
the right?

I hear in addition to other sounds, a
shrill piercing sound mostlyfrom right
side.
Listen, that is approaching to draw
his attention. That is coming from the
right. Amidst all other sounds that's
the higher Sound. He should pay attention to that. That will remain, others will die out. That's the only remedy. Yes, please?
How can one know if one is being
true to oneself when one is working
at the level of mind?
For a while you have to still your
mind. When the outgoing faculties are
controlled, mind is at rest, and intellect, after understanding something,
ceases to work-only then That will
come. So you are under the influence
of mind, which will carry you all outside. All impressions which are already embedded in the subconscious
reservoir will come up. We are not
always working at the level of mind.
We are, but not always. For a while
withdraw attention from outside. Be

still, mentally still also. You should
be physically still and mentally still
for a while. If you are mentally still,
your intellect and mind are both
stilled, then you have a glimpse of
the Truth. Do you follow me? Do you
follow now? You are working at the
level of mind all day. So to rise above
we have to control the outgoing faculties, and the mind has to be at rest.
And mental chattering should also
be stopped, for a while. Then you can
have a glimpse of the Truth, not before. Unless you are working at that
level, you will never have. . . . Your
attention is always outside. You are
asked to just withdraw inside, look
inside now. You are there. For a while
you have to do this. For a while.
That's the only way.

When I attempt spiritual discipline, it
seems to be accompanied by a sense
of doership. Pride in doing. How can
I eliminate that?
You are right. You are the doership.
So long as you are the doership, you
reap as you sow. You will only be
surrendered totally when no doership
remains. When you become a conscious co-worker of the Divine Plan,
knowing that He is the doer, not you,
then you can leave off being the doer,
not before. Now we are doing everything at the level of mind, because
we have not become conscious of that
Power working. Becoming a conscious co-worker of the Divine Plan
only comes when the mind is stilled
for a while, when you forget yourself
altogether. Do you follow me? Spiri-

tual discipline starts when? When
mind ceases to work for a while. Now
we are all working at the level of
mind, not spirit. We are spirit in man.
We are spiritual, but now that spiritual aspect is working under the garb of
mind. Do you see? The difference will
come to you when you become a conscious co-worker of the Divine Plan.
not before. That is why it is said,
whether you sow good seeds or bad
seeds, in both cases you have to reap
what you have sown. Good actions
and bad actions are equally binding
when they are done at the level of
doership. So when you forget and lose
doership, no seeds will be sown and
there will be nobody to reap the fruit.
That's the coming gift. The more you
come in contact with the Light and
Sound Principle within you, you'll
slowly see your doership and ego lessen. Doership will slowly die out. You
remain. Yes?

Does love for the Master develop at
the same time as Light?
Inner love of the Master means . . .
love is the attribute of your soul. You
are love personified. You are just to
think of the Master. who is overflowing with love. That will give you a
boost. So: "As you think. so you become." This will give you the way
up. . . . Please go on.
I want to be free, Master.

Free? You are bound? I wish you to
be free. All are bound - by mind, by
intellect, by outgoing faculties. Master comes to make you free. When
you know the Truth you are free. you
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are made free. You become free only
when no doership remains. Take the
example of a mill that is run by a
powerhouse. The man sitting by the
powerhouse says, "Not a single portion of the machine can move without the powerhouse." And the man
who is not sitting there, but is sitting
at the table where the machine is
working, says, "Don't put your hand
here, it will be cut." You see, that's
the difference. When you sit by the
powerhouse, you're free of dirt, everything will be all right, no doership
will remain. That power is working,
all the machinery is working. The
grinding machine is going on. There
is one handle by which the operator
holds and moves the wheel.
All grain seeds which are put within the two parts of the machine will
be ground. Those which rise, coming
near the handle will be saved. You
move along as a conscious co-worker, you see? That's the only thing. So
long as discrimination works, your
intellect is there, you are bound. You
have to rise above discrimination, then
everything will be clear to you. The
whole cause of coming and going is
our ego. When ego does not remain,
who will come and go? Yes, anyone
else?

naturally for the time being our impression of self is gone. When you
rise above at will, you see your body
down there on the floor and you
traverse into the beyond. That is when
you really rise above. When you forget all thought of your body, then you
are not the body. But anyhow you
have not become a conscious coworker, you have not risen practically above it. When you rise practically
above it, you'll traverse into the beyond. You'll leave it, you'll see you
have risen clear of the body. So this
is a golden opportunity we have got
to enter into the body and derive the
full benefit. While in the man body
only we can derive that benefit. We
are so much identified with the outside things, congealed outside, we
cannot think otherwise. It is as difficult to leave as it is for a painting on
the wall to leave the wall - we are
now so identified with the world. And
this meditation means what? To withdraw slowly from outside, by regular
practice. Yes, anyone else, please?

Master, I have another question.
There's a person that said she usually falls in a state in meditation that
she doesn't know if she is out of the
body or sleeping. How can she tell?

Want of ruling passion?

When you are in the body, you know
the body. When you forget your body,
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Master, what's the greatest obstacle
to one's being totally devoted to You?
No ruling passion. Want of ruling passion.

That's all. When you have a ruling
passion, your mind cannot go anywhere else. You will try to withdraw
from outside and put your whole attention with something higher. Now
we are identified with the world, as I
21

just told you, congealed with the
world, just as paintings cannot leave
the wall. Paintings are on the wall
and cannot leave the wall. Similarly,
we are so much identified with the
body and outward environments that
we cannot think of leaving them. This
work is done by regular concentration of meditation. Ever since we are
born, we have been receiving impressions through our eyes and ears, and
all other outgoing faculties as well.
Eighty per cent of these impressions
come through the eyes, and fourteen
percent through the ears. So we are
so much identified with these impressions that we cannot withdraw from
outside; they are embedded. So when
you are identified all outside, in the
world, you cannot withdraw.
Master gives a demonstration of
how to rise above the body for a
while. Again try to go above it, by
regular practice, then you can withdraw at will. At present, it is difficult,
because we are congealed, identified
with the outside things. We know we
are not the body; we have the body.
We know we are not living in this
house. This house 1s for this body.
You are not the body. You know that
intellectually, but can you withdraw?
This is what has to be learned in meditation. Suppose a silken cloth is
spread over a thorny bush. If you drag
it, that cloth will be tom. But if by
daily practice you try to remove the
cloth from the thorns slowly, the first
day you might take a longer time, but
after a week or ten days that can be
removed quicker. Then it is very easy.
So concentration means that. It is

no miracle to him who is adept in
that. He has had it. And the other man
wonders how he got it. By regular
practice. That is why it is said. "Every saint has his past, and every sinner a future." And Masters do own
these things. Guru Amardas, when he
came to the feet of his Guru. became
in conscious contact with God, within him. You know how to come in
contact with God Power, within?
Withdraw your attention from all outside: from the outgoing faculties, from
the mind, from the intellect. and body.
He says, "I was one day like you.
drowned in the abyss of the outgoing
faculties, the poisonous water of the
outgoing faculties. Now we are risen
above it, ever since God's Grace descended to us through some human
pole. Now we are above it. We were
once like you, that's all.'' So there's
hope for everybody.
It is very difficult for the man
who's identified with worldly things
to concentrate. Shut yourself in the
closet of your body. Step by step.
Then from the body, too. That means
regular practice. When you can completely withdraw from the body, you
may cut yourself and will not feel it.
This is by regular practice. When you
leave the body at will daily, at your
will and pleasure, then there is no sting
of death left. When a silken cloth
spread over a thorny bush is removed
all at once, it is all tom. That is why
it is difficult at the time of death to
leave the body. We are identified with
it. We have to induce - don't think
of the outside. give it a little way up.
But because he has fornled habit and
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habit has turned into nature, he can- the body? Learn to die so that you
not withdraw. That is why regular may begin to live - have an everpractice is required. You must have lasting life. So spirituality starts when
had some practical experience of this you rise above body consciousness.
in your lives. If somebody calls you ABC starts. Outer features tell if you
when you are sitting quite absorbed are a Hindu, you are a Christian, you
in some thought, you do not hear. are Eastern or you are Western. This
Why? Your attention is not in the ears. is your conscious entity, not the body.
By regular practice, you can withdraw There was great bigotry going on becompletely from the body. Then, tween the Hindus and the Mohamwhen taking an injection, you say, medans in the time of Kabir and Guru
"All right." You withdraw your at- Nanak. There were daggers drawn. A
tention. "All right. Inject." You feel time did come when a Master (Guru
pain, but less, naturally. If you can Nanak) visited the earth. Straight off
completely withdraw, there is no pain. He told them, "Look here, I am neiThis requires practice. Some people ther a Hindu nor a Mohammedan, behave got their background: well and cause God or Allah -anybody whom
good; others have to do. So to think you worship - is the same."
Now, we're born in the same way.
of oneself as body is the most heinous crime. We daily strengthen our No high or low. Our souls are all drops
identification with the world - with of the Ocean of all Consciousness.
the body. There is a new world with- All are brothers and sisters in God.
in you, you see. The outside world is But Guru Nanak was asked, "You're
only a superficial way of living we standing under the label of Hindu. Tell
me who you are, tell me." He said,
have got - superficial.
He is all attention, you see. Atten- "If I tell you I am bearing the label of
tion is the force which carries on the Hindu you will beat me, kill me, even
whole machinery of the man body. If if I am a Mohammedan like you."
you withdraw all your attention from Then He said, "To tell you the truth,
the body outside, then? All the ma- I am a conscious entity working in
chinery stands still. So the ABC of this man body. The body is made of
spirituality starts when you rise above five elements. I am that - that conthis. Where the world philosophies sciousness that drags this body. That
end, there religion starts. World phi- Power is neither Hindu nor Mohamlosophies are connections with what? medan. That Power is the Godhead."
- outgoing faculties, mind, or intelReal unity starts from there. It is allect, that's all. The self has to under- ready there. We have forgotten. As
stand certain things, up to a certain man we are One, born with the same
level, not beyond. You must be re- privileges from God. As soul we are
born. All Master's teachings are like all conscious entities, drops of the
that. You have to leave the body Ocean of all Consciousness, brothers
someday. Why not try now to leave and sisters in God. That Power which
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controls us is the same Power called
by different names. We have forgotten that unity. When you see we're
all equally born, we're all brothers
and sisters in the family of God, we
worship the same Power and you see
no difference, then do you thmk you
will harm anybody?
So the first criterion on the way
back to God is not to torment anybody, not to hurt the feelings of anybody. So Masters say, "Well. if you
want to meet God, don't harm the
feelings of anybody." Thoughts are
very potent, you see. As you rise in
this way on the Path, everything follows. We waste our lives. It's all a
dream, a role we are passing through.
At the last moment a man says, "Oh
my Lord! What have I been doing?"
What can you say? There is no use
crying over spilt milk. What can he
do? And only then at that time, you
see, he becomes conscious co-worker
of that Divine Plan controlling all of
us.
We can know about that Power
now if we rise above the physical
body. You are here only for what?
Only for this. The more you can derive benefit, the better. That is why I
enjoin all of you not to fritter away
time in idle talk, gossiping, this and
that. Put in as much time as you can
in your meditations or something on
the subject. You will. just by radiation, be affected by the company you
have. It is better to have no company
or only such company who is on the
way, or who is more advanced. So
the foremost thing that we have before us is to know ourselves. So Mas-

ters give us a demonstration of that
by withdrawing your Self for a while
from the body, showing that you are
not the body, and giving glimpses of
the beyond. He opens your inner eye
to see the Light of God and opens
your inner ear to hear the Voice of
God - Music of the Spheres. By regular practice, as you daily come and
go, you enjoy all glory and beauty
lying within you. Then you will very
.joyously go back. The world is afraid
of it, but you will be very jolly to go.
This is why I enjoin you to put in
more time; make the best use of your
time here. There you cannot have so
much time at your pleasure. You have
got a hundred and one other things to
be done - physically, socially.
There's action and reaction of the karmas in connection with the children
and others coming in contact with you.
So this is most personal. most private work that we have to do: and for
that we say we have got no time. We
always put off. This day an old lady
came before me at the last moment.
[The lady referred to at the beginning
of the talk] "I know I have wasted my
life." She is right. So it is high time,
you see. In man body we've got so
much time at our leisure.
When you go back, everybody will
be after you to do this. do that, with
Satsang and so many other things.
Now you're all free. But you know
what we do? We sit down, we think
of the past, think of the future. making schemes. The past and the future
take away most of our time. most of
our time - these two sprites eating
into our veins of life. So forget the
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past, forget the future, live in the living present. When tomorrow comes,
you'll see what will happen. When
you're here, be fully for the purpose
you are here. That's all. So that when
you go back you'll know that you
have had progress. So cut off contact,
from all outside, to rise above body
consciousness. This is the real way
back to God which lies within you.
This we have to learn, in one day,
onc month, one year, one life, that's
all. Whoever has learned this, he's the
wisest man, though he may be in the
sight of others a very average man.
Develop your own self - no obligation on anybody else. That's all. Have
pity on your own self; it will save
you from coming and going.
These are evident, self-evident
truths, being put before you. We have
got the body, we have to leave the
body -no exception to the rule. Man
body is the highest in all creation. It's
a golden opportunity in which you
can know God. To know God we must
know our Selves. When knowing our
own Selves is at the level of feelings,
emotions, or drawing inferences, this
is subject to error. Seeing is above
all: to know your Self by self-analysis, by rising above body consciousness. The demonstration of this Self
may be given at the feet of a Master.
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He gives you the way up, for a while.
It is before us in the inan body. We
can do this in the body which you've
got already - in no other body. How
far we have succeeded is for us to
see. That is why I always impress: Be
not aimlessly adrift. When we put our
efforts in to one thing for some time,
success follows. If we dig a pit, here
two feet, there four feet, there six feet,
some seven feet, some five, all pits
are there but no water. If you go on
digging in the same pit, you get water, that's all. And further, what you
can do today never put off till tomorrow. Procrastination is the thief of
time. This is why we have delayed so
far and are delaying even further.
Now you've come to know what
your real work, your personal work,
your private work is. It is to know
Self and to know God. And for that
purpose you're here. So try to put in
more time on this work, that's all I
can say. This work we are to do our own self for our own Self. Nobody can do it for others. Others give
a boost, that's all right. Come out of
this delusion. You have been in great
delusion, working at the level of senses. All right. God bless you.
-

reprinted from SAT SANDESH
September 1975

Remain Attentive to the Master
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Master, what is the meaning of the
aura of a person? What does the
color mean? You know that sometimes the color is different. And also
sometimes the size and the radius is
dfferent, and so what is the meaning of that? And what relation does
it have with spirituality?
We do not see the aura, the light
around a person's body, for every
person. We can see the real light
only around the body of the perfect
Being, and that also only when our
attention gets attuned with the attention of that person. Mostly it happens during the Satsang, when we
are looking at the Master and our
attention is attuned with the attention of the Master - only then we
see the aura.
Even with the Saints, we see the
auras, according to our own feelings. Guru Nanak Sahib said,
"Whatever feelings we have, we see
the image of God accordingly."
Generally, people see the circular
aura of the Master only when they
This question and answer session
was given November 28, 1983 at
Sant Bani Ashram, Rajasthan, India.

sit in front of the Master, withdrawing from all the outer thoughts.
Many dear ones had the good fortune of experiencing this with our
great Master Kirpal.
Master, when we come to Your
ushram, the days pass beaut fully i f
we are connected with Your. radiation of love. Why is that comection
cut and how is it possible to reconnect ourselves with that?
You know that it is natural for us to
accept the color of the company we
keep. That is why Saints have put a
lot of emphasis on spending time in
good company. Here, you are in my
contact. When you go back to your
home, then also I remain in your
contact, but you people forget me,
because then you start getting involved in your worldly affairs, in
your home affairs, and you remain
in my contact only for name's sake.
Kabir Sahib said that everybody is
liked by the Master, but few like
the Master.
This is an incident of Baba
Sawan Singh's lifetime. When Guru
Arjan Dev, the fifth Guru in the Sikh
line, was captured and imprisoned
in Lahore, it became very difficult
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for His real disciples. Guru Arjan
Dev was put in prison by Chandu
Divan on the orders of Jahangir, the
Moghul Emperor. He was imprisoned in the name of religion because
the orthodox religious people don't
like the coming of the Saints into
this world and they always give
Them a very hard time.
So Guru Arjan Dev was ordered
to be tortured to death. They made
Him sit on hot coals and put burning sand on His head. He was also
thrown in hot, boiling water. So
when He was given so much torture, so many troubles, the disciples who could not remain away
from the Master even for one moment suffered a lot. Most of the dear
ones who used to live with Him in
the ashrams or nearby had the practice of eating food only after having
the darshan of the Master, so it became very difficult for those who
had made up their mind to have His
darshan and then eat, because the
physical form of the Master was far
away from them [in Lahore].
So in Amritsar, where Guru Arjan Dev used to live, they started to
sing the shabds, the hymns, in the
evening and go around the house

where Guru Arjan Dev used to live,
hoping that looking at their yearning, Guru Arjan Dev would appear
there to give them His darshan. So
when they would sing the bhajans
in the yearning and go around His
house, Guru Arjan Dev would appear there, and not only would He
give them His darshan, but He
would also give them parshad.
This happened about five hundred years ago, but still the devotees who visit Amritsar do this practice and it has become like a rite
and ritual. It is very difficult to break
such practices once they get started
because the devotees need something to do. So even now people go
around that house, singing the
hymns and expecting the Masters to
appear there.
Once an old woman who was an
initiate of Baba Sawan Singh went
to visit that house in Amritsar. So
according to that rite which the Sikh
people perform, she also went
around the house where Guru Arjan
Dev used to live. In her mind she
did not find any difference between
Baba Sawan Singh and the past
Masters Who had come. We satsangis do not find any difference

As long as we remain attentive to the attention o f the Master,
we feel that connection o f radiation from Him. He always remains in contact with us, but when we take our attention away
from Him and put it on other things, only then we feel that the
connection has been cut. But in fact it does not get cut from
His side.
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between the past Masters and our
present Master, because we know
that whether that Power came in the
body of Guru Nanak or Kabir, or
any other Mahatma, in our Master
also, the same Power is working.
So that is why whenever we remember the past Masters, we have the
same spirit as when we remember
our own Master.
So when that old woman initiate
of Baba Sawan Singh went around
the house of Guru Arjan Dev, she
requested Master Sawan Singh, saying, "0 Master, when You were in
the body of Guru Arjan Dev, You
used to come and give Your darshan and parshad to the dear ones.
Would You not be kind enough to
come and give me Your darshan
now?" Because she was very much
yearning for the darshan of the Master and the voice was coming from
her deep heart, Master Sawan Singh
had to appear there and He gave her
His darshan and the parshad.
When she got His darshan and
the parshad, she forgot that Master
was giving darshan only to her. So
she at once thought, "Let me go and
call my children so that they can
also have Master's darshan and parshad." Carrying the parshad which
she had got from the Master in her
hands, she went home to call her
children. But when she went back
to that place she did not find Master Sawan Singh there. So she felt
very embarrassed in front of her
children. Then she took all of them

to the ashram where Baba Sawan
Singh was doing the Satsang. There
she complained and told Him, "You
deceived me. You gave me Your
darshan, but when I went to call my
children You disappeared from that
place."
Master Sawan Singh Ji replied,
"You can ask all these people who
are attending the Satsang: I did not
go to Amritsar to give you any darshan. I have been doing the Satsang
here for quite a long time. And all
these people are my witness."
But she said, "No, I don't want
anybody's witness, because I have
this parshad as my witness. You
went there and You gave me the
parshad. So you cannot say that You
didn't go there to give me Your darshan and this parshad. Why did You
come back without giving the darshan and parshad to my children?"
Master Sawan Singh Ji replied,
"As long as you were remembering
me, you had my darshan and parshad, but when you took your attention away from me and gave it
to your children, I also came back
among the dear ones here."
So in that way. as long as we
remain attentive to the attention of
the Master, we feel that connection
of radiation from Him. He always
remains in contact with us, but when
we take our attention away from
Him and put it on other things, only
then we feel that the connection has
been cut. But in fact it does not get
cut from His side.
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The glory of the Master cannot
be described in any words. The
grace of the Master cannot be found
in any books. This is something
which happens between the disciple
and the Master, and only the disciple with whom this thing has happened can know about it. Even if it
is nighttime and it is raining very
much outside, or if it is snowing
and the weather is too bad to go
out, or even if your house or your
room is closed from all four directions, but still, if you have true
yearning for the Master and if your
remembrance of the Master is very
real and very true, you will find your
Master sitting with you. He will listen to all that you have to say and
He will do everything which you
want Him to do.

Master, I heard in one Satsang that
Kal, or the Negative Power, has the
right to ask for an arm, an eye or
any part of the Master. Is this due
to our own faults and shortconzings
that we make?
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
that the Negative Power does not
let any person go from this world
without paying even the smallest
karma, even a karma one-tenth of a
sesame seed, even that small karma. All the karmas which are done
in the realm of the Negative Power
must be paid off, either by the Master or by the disciple. And you already know the condition of the dis30

ciples, how capable they are of paying off their karmas. If they get even
a little bit of fever, they go on praying to the Master to remove that fever. Not only will they themselves
pray to the Master to remove their
fever, but they will also have a couple of other people pray to the Master for them.
So when the disciple is praying
to the Master, the Master has to pay
off his karma. And when He pays
off the karmas of the disciples, He
has to pay those karmas with His
body and the Negative Power has
the full right to ask for anything
from the Master. It is like if someone owes some money to another
person: if that person comes to collect that money, the debtor has to
give whatever he has. If that person
asks for his car, or animals, or anything in his house, he has to pay.
The person who is in debt does not
have any choice. In the same way,
when the Master has to pay the karmas of the disciples, He does not
have any choice. Whatever the Negative Power asks from Him, He has
to give.
Dear Children, when you people
come to see me in the interviews or
when you write me letters, you
would have realized that not one,
not even hundreds, but thousands
of people all request that I should
bless them and I should bless their
children - not only their children,
but I should also bless their grandchildren. So you can see how much
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burden we put on our Master. We
even put on His shoulders the responsibilities of those people who
never like to come in the Satsang
and who never even like to talk
about the Path, even of those people who don't like the Masters. And
after requesting the Master to carry
all that burden, we tell Him that we
cannot do the meditation: for that
also we want Him to help us.
Now Master is a very gracious
Being; He has come into this world
to shower His grace on us. So when
we pray to Him like this, when we
have all these requests for Him, He
quietly and lovingly accepts our requests and He suffers on account of
our karmas. Because in the kingdom of the Negative Power in which
we are living, there is judgment.
Whatever one has sown, one has to
reap that. Whatever one has done,
one has to suffer the consequences
of that. In the kingdom of the Positive Power there is no judgment, because it is the kingdom of all-forgiveness. But in this kingdom of the
Negative Power there is no forgiveness; there is judgment. And that is
why whatever deeds or karmas are
done in this kingdom of the Negative Power must be paid off.

Once Master Sawan Singh was
talking with some community leaders and some of His leading sevadars. One person told Master Sawan
Singh, "Master, it is written in Your
horoscope that You will live for a
hundred years. Is that true?" Master
Sawan Singh Ji said, "Yes, I will
live for a hundred years, but only if
people let me work peacefully, only
if people do not write painful letters to me and if they write only
about meditation, only if people do
not make me carry a lot of burden
of their karmas." The meditators
know that Master Sawan Singh Ji
left ten years before He was supposed to go. He left this world at
the age of ninety years. In the same
way, those who meditate know how
Master Kirpal Singh also left fourteen years early.
In Ganganagar it became the
practice that if anybody became
sick, people would sit in meditation
and pray to Master to remove the
sickness. I saw this for a couple of
days and then I told people that it is
a very bad thing, because we cannot carry our own burden, we cannot do the meditation, and we want
our Master to carry the burden of
our little sicknesses also. When I

Even if it is nighttime and it is raining or snowing and the
weather is too bad to go out, even i f your house or your room is
closed from all four directions, but still, i f you have true yearning for the Master and i f your remembrance o f the Master is
very real and true, you will find your Master sitting with you.
May 1998
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said that, most of the people didn't
like it, but some people who were
the real lovers of the Master and
those who loved Him very much,
they accepted it.
Once when Master Kirpal came
to the ashram, a couple came with a
young girl and they asked me if they
could see Master because they wanted Him to shower grace on that little girl because she cried all night. I
told them, "Either you should take
this girl to some doctor or you
should see if she is hungry in the
night. You should take care of her."
I lovingly advised them not to put
that burden on Master, but they felt
very bad and they thought that I was
not letting them see the Master. So
this is our condition. We want our
Master to take care of our children,
we don't want to do anythmg ourselves, and we want our Master to
carry all our burden.
Once Master Sawan Singh became very ill, so one dear one asked
Him, "Master, is it because of Your
own karma or are You paying off
the karma of some disciple?" At that
time Master Sawan Singh was sick
because He was paying off the karma of that same dear one who had
--

asked that question. Master Sawan
Singh replied, "No, this is the karma of one of my disciples."
Many times I have said this, that
many times it happens that the Master is paying off the karma of some
dear one, and the same dear one
feels bad and starts having doubts
about why the Master has to suffer
so much.
Satguru is a very gracious Being; He is very merciful. He will
extend all feasible help to you even
without your asking for it. Like the
mother becomes pleased only after
feeding her child, in the same way
our Master becomes satisfied or
pleased only after taking care of us.

Master, some days ago you were
talking about the pitijid colzditiol?
of that initiate who leaves his own
Master and receives irzitiation from
a different master, What happens to
that initiate at the moment of his
death? What happens to his soul?
[Sant Ji laughs.] Satguru takes those
dear ones who are initiated by Him
back to the Real Home. But you
know that those who try to travel in
two boats, they suffer.

-

Satguru is a very gracious Being; He is very merciful. He will
extend all feasible help to you even without your asking for it.
Like the mother becomes pleased only after feeding her child, in
the same way our Master becomes satisfied or pleased only after
taking care o f us.
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